
TK 306

ROLL PACK MACHINE
TK 306 machine automatically presses and rolls mattresses of any kind (Bonnel, Pocket Spring,
Foam, Latex) and size. Machine components:  press, bobbin for plastic �lms, adjustable size
(diameter) roll up unit
XXX

Adjustable diameter by computer – MIN cm 25 MAX cm 45
XXX

3 DIFFERENT OPERATION OPTIONS:
    - No pre bagging mattress but only plastic �lm: for low spec. inexpensive mattresses
    - Pre bag  mattress: for most mattresses
    - Pre bag mattress and plastic �lm: for expensive mattresses
XXX

Economies in storage and transport.



Teknomac s.r.l. is a manufacturer of innovative machinery for the bedding industries and produces uniquely engineered products
that provides customized solutions in style, versatility and enhanced productivity.

Heavy  duty 2,20 x 2,20 meter  press- up to 35 metric tons;
High strength roll up unit:
    Hydraulic system adjusts roll size diameter,
    Durable large diameter individual  rollers and multi chain drive;
Computerized Touch Screen Interface for diameter adjustment: Min 25 cms, Max 45 cms;
Maximum mattress size – 210 x 210 cms;
Yield:  25 – 30 seconds per mattress.

TK 306

TK 306 MACHINE  FEATURES: LAYOUT TK 306 + TK 390

No pre bagging mattress -for low spec inexpensive mattresses. Mattress is 
rolled up with plastic �lm; �lm in rolled mattress pack is then sealed 

Pre bag mattress, bag longer than mattress-for most mattresses. Mattress is
pressed, and bag sealed on open end. Mattress is rolled up in bag. Long bag
end  becomes a tab after roll up and is resealed.    

Pre bag mattress, bag same length as mattress – for plush expensive
mattresses. Mattress is pressed, and sealed on open end. Mattress is rolled
up with plastic �lm; �lm in rolled mattress pack is then sealed. This system
gives double protection, optionally allows unit to be opened initially
(ie in a warehouse) but remain packed.
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OPERATION OPTIONS:

25/28 cm 
30 cm
34/35 cm
36/38 cm
40/45 cm
(ie 30 cm high, with 15 cm visco)

Foam  – 25/30 density
 Bonnell

 Pocket Spring
 Latex

 Plush, American style
(ie 30 cm high, with 15 cm visco)

Recommended DiameterMattress  Type

ROLL PACK DIAMETER EXAMPLES:  
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COMPLIANT

Infeed conveyor;
Folding device;
Turn table to properly orient folded mattress for roll pack.

TK 390 MACHINE  FEATURES:

COMPLIANT

TK 306          TK 390 Folding Unit


